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ABSTRACT
Disclosing personal information significantly increases the likelihood of incidents of cyberbullying. This highlights the significance of investigating the relationships between various stakeholders in cyberbullying incidents. Our objective is to gain insight into the roles of the stakeholders, types, and typical paths of personal information in cyberbullying incidents. To achieve this, we conducted a large-scale survey with a representative sample of internet users from the United States and Nigeria (N = 1555). Our findings indicate that cyberbullying is often fueled by personal information that becomes known, directly or through social media, to other stakeholders. Cyberbullying incidents involve more than just attackers and victims; they can involve other stakeholders as third-parties ‘disclosers.’ Both strangers and friends typically engage in such activities. Cyberbullying incidents are twice as common in Nigeria as in the United States. Our findings have implications for design, social-media literacy programs, and policy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Cyberbullying1 (i.e., henceforth CB) is becoming a widespread problem [69]. Over 40% of adult internet users in the United States have been victims of CB, with at least 36% being among middle school and high school students [40]. The consequences of CB have been reported in the form of mental health issues [85], increased stress and anxiety [30], depression [26], violent behavior [51], and low self-esteem [62], to name a few. Recent research [2, 6, 47, 55] shows that the disclosure of personal information can play a crucial role in the occurrence of CB. For instance, an unsafe2 online conversation between two individuals can enable the disclosure of sensitive information (i.e., information about the owner), such as by sharing private family information or by exchanging intimate photos [4]. Ultimately, such information can be used maliciously by the individual who receives the information (i.e., information co-owner3) directly from the victim or through disclosers and can cause CB victimization. For instance, the information co-owner (i.e., the attacker) might use the information acquired during the conversation

1The use of cell phones, instant messaging, e-mail, chat rooms, or online social networks (OSNs) to harass, threaten, or intimidate someone [63].

2That involves sensitive topics or harmful behaviors.

3Not to be confused with the term of “co-owner” in the context of interdependent privacy (e.g., a photo depicting multiple people as co-owners). We use this term to refer to any user that jointly owns and controls data. Note that, although it is interesting, in this paper, we do not distinguish between the cases where the attacker and/or disclosers are featured in the data used for CB.
to blackmail the information owner (i.e., the victim). This phenomenon can be explained by communication-privacy management (CPM) theory [67], and it is indeed an interdependent privacy situation [38] where a person’s privacy can be affected by the actions of other individuals—after the disclosure of the information.

Although previous research has extensively studied CB from different angles, such as the mitigation and prevention of CB (e.g., [7]), methods for the automatic detection of CB (e.g., [58]), or solution-focused therapy (e.g., [39]), the understanding of the underlying dynamics of information disclosure and its relation to CB is limited. For instance, the difference between the way information disclosure from self can cause CB victimization compared to the way information disclosure from others needs to be clarified. In other words, it is unclear whether any individual, apart from the victim and attacker, is involved in CB incidents. We speculate that third-party individuals (i.e., henceforth ‘disclosers’) also engage in CB incidents where they can facilitate the flow of information from victims to attackers and favor the occurrence of CB (see Figure 1). Understanding the role of disclosers is crucial as it can inform the design of mitigation/prevention tools.

In this work, we investigate the role of information disclosure in CB and, more specifically, we look at concrete real CB incidents to understand (i) how often CB is caused by information disclosure, (ii) the type of information, and (iii) the path of information (e.g., origin, destination, relays) that causes CB (see Figure 1). Through a comparative lens, we also seek to understand the extent of the phenomenon in the United States and Nigeria, two culturally, technologically, and economically different countries. In particular, we address the following research questions:

- **RQ1.** What features of online privacy disclosure are linked to CB? In particular, how often does CB rely on personal information disclosure? What types of personal information play a role in CB? What are the typical paths of the personal information used for CB?

- **RQ2.** To what extent are such incidents related to information disclosure by a third-party discloser?

- **RQ3.** To what extent can existing strategies, behaviors, and practices reduce the incidence of CB caused by the online disclosure of private information?

To provide answers, we deployed a large-scale survey among a wide range of respondents from the United States and Nigeria, involving three different stakeholders: (1) victims (i.e., information owners), (2) attackers (information co-owners), and (3) disclosers (third-party information co-owners). We distributed 3939 questionnaires; among them, we collected \( N = 1617 \) complete answers (i.e., respondents with CB experiences). The principles of the communication-privacy management (CPM) theory [67] (i.e., information ownership, co-ownership, and turbulence) and two parameters of the contextual integrity (CI) theory [59] (i.e., types of information and transmission principles) inform our study. The former helped us to explore how users manage personal information in an interdependent communication context and how they developed an effective survey questionnaire targeted at the different stakeholders. The latter helped us to understand the flow and type of information involved in the CB incidents and to categorize the incidents according to the type of information involved and the appropriateness of the information flow (i.e., violations of CI).

We found a significant number of respondents who reported disclosing information about others that fueled CB. Indeed, almost one out of four respondents who participated in a CB incident was a discloser. Interestingly, we noticed a violation of trust in many cases, where the information co-owners further spread the personal information and caused CB. We found that CB is not only committed by strangers but also by friends. We identified key differences between the populations from Nigeria and the United States. For instance, though the incident rate was high in both countries, it was more than double in Nigeria. We also found that victimization using photos, memes, or screenshots occurs more frequently in Nigeria than in the United States; consensual information disclosure conducive to CB is slightly higher in the United States than in Nigeria; information disclosure with the intention to bully is slightly higher in Nigeria than in the United States, and attackers leverage personal information to bully victims twice as frequently in Nigeria as in the United States.

To our knowledge, this is the first work that systematically studies the involvement of ‘disclosers’ in CB. Our findings have implications for design, particularly from the perspective of the disclosers, and for the development of social media literacy programs. We contribute generalized findings to the body of CB literature by revealing how closely CB incidents are related to the disclosure of personal information. This is the first study to employ the CPM theory [67] to understand the role of the different stakeholders in CB incidents, and the CI theory as a lens [59] to examine the means by which the information is disclosed.

### 2 RELATED WORK

We review related studies on (i) current strategies and mechanisms for CB prevention and support and (ii) the link between information disclosure and CB.

#### 2.1 CB Prevention and Support

Several studies examine the characteristics and methods of CB prevention [48, 57, 94]. For instance, Ashktorab and Vitak [7] concentrated on designing CB-prevention solutions, through participatory design with teenagers. They reveal that attempts to prevent CB on OSNs failed mainly due to the complexity and nuance with which young people bully others online. More recently, Xiao et al. [91] conducted an interview study and designed activities where they asked adolescents about the need to address CB. They argue that designing and implementing approaches beyond content moderation can support victims in CB contexts. Another line of research explored technology design features to obtain a nuanced view of CB prevention. Lowry et al. [52] show that technology design could create a robust CB-prevention method for at-risk individuals. Other researchers recognize the current limitations in CB prevention research and propose avenues for future researchers. For example, Perren et al. [66] highlight a few limitations by reviewing successful CB prevention methods among students, parents, and school staff.

Prior studies also tested interventions to raise awareness about CB in order to address the risk associated with using social media platforms. For example, Wright et al. [90] examine how virtual...
environments can be used to educate and to raise CB awareness among adolescents. Using virtual avatars that conceptualize and visualize the severity of CB in the school environment can educate parents and adolescents and can be a promising tool for preventing CB. Calvo-Morata et al. [17] experiment with validating a serious game named Conectado and show that the game could raise CB awareness among target users.

2.2 CB and Information Disclosure

Individuals directly supply their personal information online in exchange for service or information access [37]. For example, an online shopping platform collects names, e-mail addresses, and credit card information in return for providing users with a service. OSN platforms might even collect more sensitive information such as personal opinions and religious views [44, 82]. Such types of information consequently create a breeding ground for various undesirable online behaviors. For example, access to and disclosure of personal information can be gained in order to harm. The consequences for those who own the information can be drastic [36, 88].

Users constantly leave their footprints on the Internet with their posts, likes, blogs, followers, retweets, reposts, or comments [45]. However, private information can also flow directly from one user to another via direct personal interactions (e.g., direct messages or video chats) as social media enables users to participate in the process of identity representation and management [39]. Individuals’ desires for self-reflection and self-representation gradually increase the disclosure of personal information, with users disclosing their personally identifiable details such as names, addresses, social-security numbers, etc. According to Benson et al. [12], social media activities bring about an unprecedented level of information disclosure. Users who partake in information disclosure have less control over their information [12], thus exposing themselves to CB. Nevertheless, users continue to disclose information in the quest to attract more followers and visibility [14]. Green et al. [31] examine how the LGBTQ+ community and straight allies have used video-mediated communication to discuss their experiences. They also demonstrate how non-anonymously they disclose personal information about themselves to strangers in order to find friendship, support, and empathy.

A survey conducted by Burke et al. [16] among 1200 Facebook users revealed that disclosing information such as personal messages is more satisfying to users than anything else. This behavior can increase social media gratification by attracting more likes. At worst, it can lead to misusing personal facts, potentially paving the way for CB. Aizenkot [2] surveyed more than 5000 secondary school students and found that the online disclosure of personal details is closely associated with CB victimization. They assessed the predictability of CB victimization from online self-disclosure and internet and OSN activity. Jain and Agrawal [42] showed that over-reliance on social-media security features propelled users to disclose their personal information online, thus exposing them to CB. Unsafe conversations are more likely to include sensitive personal information, such as images about others, that can be used to threaten them online [4].

Ashktorab et al. [6] surveyed youngsters on a ASK. fm platform and identified the forms of interaction and disclosure that occur on the platform by evaluating the motivation of users to interact and post on that platform. The special features of the platform, such as visibility and anonymity, triggered users to engage in various forms of online self-disclosure [6]. In another study, Peddinti et al. [64] studied the prevalence and behavior of identifiable vs. anonymous users on Twitter. The study found that anonymous users, compared with identifiable ones, are generally less inhibited from being active participants, as they tweet more and are more willing to expose their sensitive information. Several studies on disclosing personal information and CB focused on adolescents [2, 47, 55]. Kopecký [47] studied the incidence of CB among undergraduate students in Germany. They focused on risky online behavior among students and found that the most common type of CB is blackmail that originates after victims frequently expose personal information.

Most of our knowledge about CB is derived from studies that are focused on victims, which does not consider the multifaceted dimension of CB. We explore incidents of CB that are fueled by the disclosure of personal information, we investigate how information disclosure and interdependent privacy are connected with CB and what role disclosers and attackers play during the unfolding of CB events. Furthermore, social media users are exposed to CB differently, depending on their age and geographical location. In order to comprehensively understand the differences in information disclosure activities among social media users from two distinct populations, we collect and examine large-scale data from a wide range of samples.

3 METHOD

We conducted a large-scale survey by using the critical incidents technique (CIT) [25], a technique for prompting respondents to recall incidents that might have occurred in the recent past and any additional details related to those incidents. Existing literature has used this method to investigate multi-party privacy conflicts on social media [20, 79], to understand the process of updating software by users [86], and to study CB policies [35]. Open-ended responses were collected to identify themes that further help us to understand how privacy-preserving strategies and practices and self-awareness can play an effective role in preventing the disclosure of private information and, subsequently, preventing CB.

The data was collected from the United States and Nigeria through a survey questionnaire. We will refer to these two countries as US and NG, according to their ISO code. There are several reasons for choosing the US and NG. Prior research suggests that most existing research on CB focuses on Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic (WEIRD) countries, and very little research has been conducted in (non-WEIRD) countries [33, 76], mostly African countries. To bridge this gap, we focus on the most populated and arguably most diverse non-WEIRD African country, NG, alongside a quite diverse WEIRD country, US. The socio-economic and cultural differences could also translate to differences in CB experiences and behaviors, especially when the following parameters are considered: gross domestic product (GDP) per capita (US: $70,200, NG: $2,064), Internet penetration (US: 91.8%, NG: 51.0%), mobile penetration (US: 81.6%, NG: 38.1%), unemployment (US: 3.4%, NG: 33%), and criminality rates (US: 41.1%, NG: 65.5%) [60, 61, 77, 78]. Figure 2 depicts the overall procedure of data collection (see details.
at Figure 6 in Appendix). A total number of \( N = 3939 \) questionnaires were distributed, out of which \( n = 3022 \) were distributed in the US and \( n = 917 \) were distributed in NG. The population is not limited to adolescents or students but is extended to include internet users in the 13-60 years age range and across all genders.

### 3.1 Ethics

Before deploying the survey, an ethics approval was requested and approved by the institutional review board (IRB) of the University of Lausanne. Due to the sensitive nature of our study, respondents’ confidentiality and privacy were taken very seriously, by following the recommendations of Badillo-Urquiola et al. [10] on giving autonomy and respect to respondents, prioritizing data protection and privacy, and providing helpful resources. For respondents aged 13-17, the data was collected through their parents. This was ensured by the contracted vendor in the US (Dynata). In addition to our IRB, Dynata’s ethical board approved the study questionnaire. Dynata used age verification and committed to enforcing the disclaimer. In NG, the school administration approved the ethics of the study for data collection, and the enumerators enforced the disclaimer. To ensure confidentiality and anonymity, we verified that no personally identifiable information was collected (e.g., name, home and e-mail address) to keep the risk of re-identification minimal and acceptable. The consent section of the survey provided helpful resources such as helplines on risk mitigation and psychological support for the respondents. The respondents were informed that participation was optional and that they could withdraw their participation at any time during the data-collection phase. During the recruitment, potential respondents were informed upfront that their responses would be used to improve the safety of social media users. This information helped them, especially those with sensitive accounts of CB (e.g., attackers), to understand the potential impact of their participation; this possibly motivated them—beyond the monetary incentives—to participate. Also, we established a safe and trusted environment for them to answer the questions by stressing that their responses will be treated confidentially.

### 3.2 Design of the Survey Questionnaire

The questionnaire consisted of 57 items in three sections. The full questionnaire is available as Supplementary Material 1. At the beginning of the questionnaire, we presented the definition of the three stakeholders of CB incidents (i.e., victims, disclosers, and attackers) [83]. The rest of the questionnaire comprises three sections.

---

### Section A. Demographics

We collected demographic information, such as age, gender, and region, and we measured the frequency of online platform use and screen time. We also assessed users’ general privacy concerns by using Global Information Privacy Concern (GIPC) with a seven-point Likert scale [54].

### Section B. Role Identification

To identify the respondent’s role in the CB incident, we asked three differentiating questions on how many times the individual was involved in CB, either as a victim, discloser, or attacker (never, once, twice, three times, or more than three times). Note that we defined CB broadly and did not specifically target doxxing, a closely related phenomenon to CB; yet, a few respondents mentioned it in their open-ended responses. Respondents who indicated they never had any CB experiences were excluded from the study. Respondents were directed to the different sections of the survey, based on the frequency of their experiences. For example, respondents with more victimization than disclosing or attacking experiences were directed to the victimization part of the questionnaire. Respondents who were equally victims, disclosers, or attackers were randomly assigned to sections.

Respondents under 13 and above 60 were excluded from participating in the questionnaire. For respondents between 13-17, an instruction was provided indicating that “you are required to answer the rest of this survey together with one of your parents.” To collect more data from youth respondents, we asked the respondents between 18-60 if they had any children and if one of those children had ever been involved in CB. For the respondents with children involved in a CB incident, we asked them to fill out the survey, together with their children, and to answer the questions from their child’s perspective. If the adult respondents reported having no children or if their children had no CB experiences, then we asked the adult respondents to answer the survey from their own perspectives.

### Section C. Incident Report

In this section, we focus on CB incidents. The beginning of the section contained similar questions for the three different stakeholders, including the platform where the incident occurred, content type, when, where, and how the incident occurred. This section was followed by a few differentiating questions for each stakeholder. For example, we asked victims “What is your relationship with the person who posted harmful content about you?”; we asked disclosers “Who was the person you disclosed his/her information to?”; and we asked attackers “Who was the person you offended online?”. To determine the appropriate flow of information between stakeholders (RQ1 and RQ2), we ended the section with several questions about information transmission principles such as consent.

Respondents were also asked to describe the incident in a few sentences, paying attention to the following points: (a) What triggered the incident, and why was the victim a target for such an attack? (b) What happened? (c) Why was the victim unhappy with the attack? (d) What were the consequences? We asked this open-ended question to collect information that might not have been captured in the previous questions. The open-ended questions also help us to focus on the strategies for addressing CB (RQ3), i.e., methods of prevention, support strategies, and levels of self-awareness.

---

1. Doxxing is the act of publicly publishing personal or private information about an individual on the Internet, often with malicious intent [24].
The design of several questions was informed by the contextual integrity (CI) theory [59]. CI is particularly important for modeling and understanding privacy-related situations and information transmission among users. According to CI, information should be transmitted in accordance with specific norms such as (a) norms of appropriateness and (b) norms of distribution. Whereas the first set of norms determines whether a specific type of personal information is appropriate to disclose within a given context, the second set of norms limits the flow of information within and across contexts. A violation of privacy occurs when either of these norms is violated. To measure violations of CI transmission principles, we asked the three different stakeholders, using seven-point Likert scale questions from strongly disagree to strongly agree, about the ways information was transmitted in the context of the CB incident. For example, for victims, “I gave my consent to the person who I disclosed my personal information to further share this information”, and for disclosers, “I asked for permission before sharing the victim’s personal information with others”.

3.3 Recruitment

For the US sample, respondents were recruited through Dynata, a vendor⁶ that gives online access to a panel of adults and underage respondents. The sample is representative of the US Internet users [84]. In Nigeria, before conducting the survey, we reached out to the representative office of the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS)⁷ in both the North and South; but only the Northern office agreed to collaborate. We decided to collect data from higher education institutions (HEI) as they have students and staff from all parts of Nigeria and they provide access to underage respondents through the HEI staff’s school (i.e., elementary school under HEI’s management). The respondents were recruited from nine HEIs through the NBS. The questionnaire was translated into the local language (i.e., Hausa), with English as an option. The respondents represent the different age groups of the Nigerian population data.

Before the data collection in Nigeria, we held a series of Zoom meetings with the NBS administrative assistants to present and explain the technicalities of the questionnaire. The NBS was not able to contact the respondents via e-mail so they opted for distributing the questionnaire through enumerators. They assigned eight enumerators to liaise with the institutions for requesting and obtaining their approval for data collection. Before the data collection, the NBS conducted a training workshop to train the enumerators on the technicalities of the survey questionnaire on Qualtrics such as the skip logic and inclusion/exclusion criteria for study participation.

The decision to go for a large sample (i.e., 3939 respondents) is consistent with similar studies on CB. For example, Yoo [93] collected data from 4000 respondents, Priebe [71] from 3432 respondents, and Bai [11] 3322 respondents.

3.4 Procedure

The questionnaire was pre-tested to determine the average completion time and to identify potential problems regarding measurement items and the wording of questions. Our colleagues participated in the cognitive pre-test, during which several areas that needed improvement were identified for adjustments. For example, one of the volunteers suggested that the researchers should consider multiple platforms instead of asking respondents for the name of a single platform on which the incident occurred. The second pre-test was conducted via a soft launch with 338 US respondents (21%) of the total response. These initial responses were used to fine-tune the questionnaire. In Nigeria, respondents received ~2.4 USD (1000 Naira) for completing the survey. There is no average salary per hour in Nigeria, hence the respondents were paid based on recommended quotations by the NBS as compared to those of the US. We paid ~3.1 USD to respondents who completed the survey in the US, (compared to ~7.2 USD average wage per hour) [72]. Note that money might not have been the only incentive for respondents to disclose information about incidents as sensitive as CB. For instance, respondents could have seen an opportunity to reflect on their actions in the context of a significant event in their personal life, especially for attackers and disclosers (e.g., to make amends for the harm they caused). Also, helping research in a trusted context (as stressed by the enumerators in Nigeria) could have encouraged some respondents.

3.5 Data Reliability and Coding Process

To ensure the validity and consistency of the research findings, we followed a well-established rigorous quality assurance (QA) process [3]. In line with the Goldammer et al. [29]'s recommendations for using specific indirect indices, such as intra-individual response variability, long-string (i.e., straight-liners), response time, and response consistency in separating careless from careful respondents, we examined the data to identify any outliers or inconsistencies that could indicate the respondents' carelessness or inattention while answering the survey. Respondents that were deemed careless were removed from the data set. We identified the careless respondents by looking at open-ended comments (e.g., “...and...”) and by looking at deviations from the expected response time (i.e., completing the survey under 3 minutes). In Nigeria, we took further steps to ensure the quality of survey administration and management. In particular, to identify and correct any errors or ambiguities before the actual data collection, we ensured that enumerators understood the correct methodology and purpose of the study and pre-tested the survey items via Zoom. Moreover, we provided clear instructions on how to ask questions and record answers, and we developed and implemented quality control procedures, such as supervising enumerators and conducting random spot-checks. We addressed any issue identified during quality control and made necessary corrections to improve the quality of the collected data. As a result, 62 careless respondents were removed from the data set.

To analyze the open-ended responses, we carried out a collaborative coding process at the initial stage of the coding process [73]. In the first step, the codebook was developed by the lead coder and handed to the second coder. The second coder independently coded the data by using the codebook. Respondents in Nigeria had Hausa and English options to complete the survey. Only a few respondents completed it in Hausa. The first coder and author of the paper is fluent in Hausa and translated the Hausa responses into English. The second coder had tools at his disposal to translate comments in Hausa.

⁶See https://www.dynata.com, Last access: June 2023.
⁷See https://nigerianstat.gov.ng, Last access: June 2023.
We measured the level of agreement between the codes assigned by the different coders and calculated the agreement score following B. Miles et al. [9]. We achieved a high degree of agreement between coders with values of at least 0.7 for all questions and over 0.8 for some questions. In the second step, the two coders worked collaboratively to clarify the code book inconsistencies and to resolve disagreements [53]. We inductively identified several themes, as outlined by Braun and Clarke [15]. These themes provided answers to (RQ3). When reporting the findings, to differentiate different stakeholders, we used the following identifiers: v for victims, d for-disclosers, and a for attackers.

3.6 General Statistics of the Respondents
Among 3939 respondents, 2322 indicated that they had no CB experiences and were, therefore, excluded from further analysis. Among the N = 1617 respondents who experienced CB, nUS = 980 were from the US and nNG = 637 from NG. This shows that 32.4% of the respondents (or their children) from the US and 69.5% of the NG respondents were involved in CB incidents. The high incident rate in NG might have been due to the low level of awareness and few education initiatives about CB. We removed 62 speeders and straight-liners from our data set, and the answers from the remaining 1555 (96.2%) were reported in the paper (see Figure 6). There are no speeders from NG because the enumerators recorded the data. According to their answers, 60.9% of the respondents were assigned the questions for victims (NUS = 580, NNG = 367), 22.6% to the questions for disclosers (NUS = 191, NNG = 161), and 16.4% to the questions for attackers (NUS = 147, NNG = 109).

In the US sample, 409 respondents were male (44.5%), 478 were female (52%), and 16 respondents (1%) were non-binary or preferred to not respond. In terms of age, 13% of the respondents were between 13-17 years old, 33.3% were 18-34, 18.7% were 35-44, and 33% were 45-60. Parents who completed the survey on behalf of their children with age lower that 13 years old were excluded (2%). We collected responses from the four major regions of the US: Southern 40%, Northeast 22%, Midwest 21%, and the West 17%.

In the NG sample, 353 were male (55.4%), 284 were female (44.6%), and none were classified as others. In terms of age, 24.9% of the respondents were between 13-17 years old, 42.6% were 18-34, 19.4% were 35-44, and 9.2% were 45-60. Most respondents between 45-60 were personnel at the institutions where data was collected. Parents who completed the survey on behalf of their children, and indicated the age of their children as being below 13 years were excluded (3%).

Our sample is comparable to the US and NG census quotas in terms of age and gender,8 but it differs in terms of geographic distribution. A total of 199 respondents (NNG = 113, NUS = 86) filled the survey on behalf of their children representing 12.7% of the sample. We instructed this group of respondents to indicate the age and gender of their children, instead of their own age and gender.9 The GIPC scores (i.e., privacy concerns) of the respondents were as follows: US: \( \mu = 4.7, \sigma = 1.8, \alpha = -0, \beta = 6, \) NG: \( \mu = 7.8, \sigma = 2.3, \alpha = -0, \beta = 6, \) with \( \mu \) as the mean score, \( \sigma \) the standard deviation, and \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) the bounds [54]. Respondents from NG are more concerned about their information privacy than those from the US. The high level of privacy concerns among respondents from NG could be due to the lack of data protection laws.

4 FINDINGS
We provide a highlight of the results. We found that CB is often fueled by personal information that becomes known to attackers, directly or through social media (45%, overall). CB is about more than just attackers and victims; there are other stakeholders that are significantly involved. Almost one in every four respondents said they participated in CB as a discloser (22.6%, overall). CB is not only likely to come from strangers, but it is also likely to be carried out by friends (20%, overall). We identify several key differences between the US and NG. In particular, the following:

- The incident rate of CB is twice as low in the US compared to the NG (32% vs. 69%).
- The rate of victimization by photos, memes, or screenshots is twice as low in the US as in NG (8% vs. 18%).
- The rate of consensual information disclosure conducive to CB incidents is slightly higher in the US than in NG (49% vs. 37%).
- The rate of attackers that leverage personal information to bully victims is twice as low in the US as in NG (33% vs. 63%).

Now, we delve deeper into the detailed findings. Note that the CB incidents reported by respondents were slightly higher in the 1–3 months prior to the time of the survey (victims: US: 26.8%, NG: 17.2%; attackers: US: 24.0%, NG: 22.0%).

4.1 Characteristics of CB Incidents—RQ1
We first summarize the characteristics of the CB incident, disregarding the relevance to information disclosure.

Platforms. Table 1 shows the platform where the incident occurred. Most victims and attackers stated that the incident occurred on OSNs or on instant messaging apps. According to a victim from NG: “Facebook, Then it turns to Tik Tok. I understand the misunderstanding, she was seriously mean even after she realized it’s not my fault.”[V128NG]. Interestingly, the occurrence of CB in instant messaging apps was almost four times lower in the US compared to NG (US: 8.3%, NG: 28.1%). There were relatively more incidents in online gaming platforms, online forums, and via e-mail in the US than in NG.

With regards to the actual service where the incident occurred (see Table 2), the majority of the victims indicated that it was on Facebook (US: 52.2%, NG: 48.2%). The high incident rate on Facebook could be associated with the limited control of public posts or comments, as well as with the anonymity that makes it easier for users to hide their identity and commit CB. Instagram was the second most often reported platform (US: 8.5%, NG: 7.9%). Interestingly, we found a huge difference on the reports about WhatsApp. Although only 1% indicated being victims in the US, this number rose to 33% for NG. The efficient features of WhatsApp, such as voice notes and the ability to use it with little Internet connection, make it popular among users in NG. Our results on some ‘platforms’ (e.g., Facebook and WhatsApp) are confirmed by the data on the penetration of

---

9Gender and age information for N = 15 respondents is missing. In the soft launch version, respondents who reported on behalf of their children indicated their own age rather than that of their children. We later corrected this error in the full launch.
instant-messaging platforms in the two countries. According to Jacob [41], after WhatsApp, Facebook is the most used social media platform in ng. In us, WhatsApp is one of the least popular platforms [8]. CB incidents on Snapchat, Twitter, YouTube, and Messenger were low overall, but more common in the us than ng (e.g., Twitter; us: 5%, ng: 0.8%). Similarly, the majority of attackers reported Facebook as the most common platform to begin an attack (us: 40.4%, ng: 53.3%). TikTok was platform the second most commonly reported by attackers (us: 7.5%, ng: 5.5%).

Types of Media. Table 3 shows the different media chosen to begin the attack. The majority of the victims reported being victimized by an online post. Comments under a post, direct messages, and instant messages either private or shared in groups were the other frequent means of attack. The most common reported attack (by attackers) was through online posts, direct (private) messages, and finally, instant messages shared in a group. These findings show that most CB incidents stem from posting on OSNs. Table 4 shows the form of harmful content used for CB. Most of the victims reported that a text, either through a message or comments under a post, was the most common means of CB. The second form most mentioned was via image, either photos, memes, or screenshots. The number of reported incidents involving photos was twice as low in the us compared to the ng. Videos and audios were low overall, but slightly higher in ng. These findings show that information that causes CB is usually conveyed either through text, directly to the victims or publicly in a comment section.

Types of Bullying. Table 5 shows the different strategies of bullying used by attackers. Some of the victims stated that they were offended through messages/images that contain hurtful comments, as indicated in a response made by a victim from the us: "A former coworker posted mocking comments on a Facebook post that I had made." [v011us]. This was followed by unkind comments/rumors about them or images of them publicly posted online, and messages/images that contain threats of spreading gossip or damaging the victim’s reputation. For example, "I broke up with my girlfriend and her family started posting stuff about me. It made me uncomfortable because I am a private person." [v004us], or "When I and my ex broke up, she ended up having a bunch of our old mutual friends over to drink. I guess after they all had some drinks they decided to start sending me messages on Snapchat talking crazy to me." [v385us]. One of the victims stated that: "my neighbor shares in a WhatsApp group rumors that I am not contributing to sanitizing the community." [v151ng]. Threatening messages were more often reported by victims in ng such as the threats of damaging a person’s reputation and of causing physical harm. For example, "Cyberbullying can cause anything ranging from misunderstanding to physical fight between people." [v164us].

On the attacker side, they stated that it was messages/images that contain threats of spreading gossip, damaging a person’s reputation, or of instigating an argument. Messages/images that, by containing hurtful comments, unkind comments/rumors, or images about victims, are publicly posted online and that are circulated personal/private information online were also mentioned by some attackers. For instance, "I uploaded a picture of my girlfriend on a social networking site and the picture was porn. She was not happy about it and there were problems." [A026us]. These findings show that information containing hurtful content was often times
used for CB incidents. This could be due to the social-media disinhibition effect where users feel comfortable expressing themselves in a more offensive way than they do in face-to-face interactions [80]. Particularly in NG, where some users might not be familiar with online netiquettes (i.e., the rules and conventions of polite and respectful online behavior) compared to the US. A previous study found that users from NG make privacy-disclosure decisions based on benefits rather than on sensitivity [92]. Whereas, users from the US make privacy decisions based on sensitivity rather than on benefits [28].

Underlying Reasons. Analyzing the open-ended responses, we identified the reasons that ignited the CB. Victims reported political arguments on OSNs as the most common reason. A victim indicated being targeted by political opponents in order to tarnish his reputation: “Political interests from my rivalry, to tarnish my image as the most common reason. A victim indicated being targeted by political opponents in order to tarnish his reputation: “Political interests from my rivalry, to tarnish my image. Posted my picture upside down to show to the world that I am defeated.” [v079ng]. Such arguments were the main reasons reported by attackers. This was particularly true in NG, where cultural and political factors in expressing strong and hurtful comments can be seen as a sign of strength and assertiveness. The second most frequent reason was relationships. For example, “She was my friend, and I am jealous of her love for her boyfriend because I liked him. She is cheating on him, while he is parading himself as her only lover. When I disclosed the incident, they broke up. Because I revealed her secrets. It ended their relationship.” [A058NG].

Victims also reported that offline meetings or events triggered the CB. One respondent stated that, “It started because they were talking nonsense about me in real life that was jeopardizing my job and my friends and then they posted a picture of me that was inappropriate. I got extremely offended by it because I did not approve them to post it and it was very embarrassing and humiliating.” [v124us]. Victims also reported the disclosure of health-related information as a type of CB, especially among respondents with disabilities. For example, “People say rude comments because of what I am going through. I have anxiety, […] The consequences were me being upset and feeling unseen.” [v158us]. These findings show that disclosing health-related information about others can be harmful.

Relationships. CB is not committed only by strangers, it can also be carried out by friends and peers. In the US, victims reported occurrences of CB more from ex-partners (9.2%) than from current partners (1.9%) (see Figure 3). However, in NG, the inverse trend was found (partners: 5.4%, ex-partners: 4.4%). These findings show that CB incidents can be carried out not only by strangers but also by people in close relationships. Also, though in US attacks were made more frequently by ex-partners, perhaps for revenge [56], in NG, attacks were more frequently made by current partners, perhaps to express possession of the other person. Almost half of the attackers in NG reported that their victims were their friends (see Figure 4). However, in the US the attackers mostly
Table 5: Type of bullying.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of bullying</th>
<th>Victims</th>
<th>Disclosers</th>
<th>Attackers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Messages/images that contain unkind and hurtful comments about me</td>
<td>US: 191 (22.2%)</td>
<td>NG: 71 (15.7%)</td>
<td>US: 29 (11.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unkind comments/rumours or images about me publicly posted online for others to see</td>
<td>US: 157 (18.2%)</td>
<td>NG: 41 (9.1%)</td>
<td>US: 22 (8.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messages/images that contain threats to spread gossip or damage reputation</td>
<td>US: 94 (10.9%)</td>
<td>NG: 77 (17.1%)</td>
<td>US: 34 (13.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal/private information or image about me been circulated and publicly posted online for others to see</td>
<td>US: 89 (10.3%)</td>
<td>NG: 45 (10.0%)</td>
<td>US: 32 (12.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messages/images that contain threats to physical harm</td>
<td>US: 70 (8.1%)</td>
<td>NG: 61 (13.5%)</td>
<td>US: 15 (5.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messages that contain unwanted rude or sexual explicit comments or images</td>
<td>US: 64 (7.4%)</td>
<td>NG: 29 (6.4%)</td>
<td>US: 22 (8.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Involved in an unfriendly argument with someone from whom I received unkind messages/images</td>
<td>US: 51 (5.9%)</td>
<td>NG: 37 (8.2%)</td>
<td>US: 25 (9.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rude comments from online gamers</td>
<td>US: 47 (5.5%)</td>
<td>NG: 21 (4.7%)</td>
<td>US: 20 (7.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excluded from a social network group or Facebook friends list</td>
<td>US: 35 (4.1%)</td>
<td>NG: 20 (4.2%)</td>
<td>US: 17 (6.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don’t remember</td>
<td>US: 32 (3.7%)</td>
<td>NG: 18 (4.0%)</td>
<td>US: 26 (10.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretly used my identity to send unkind messages or images to others</td>
<td>US: 32 (3.7%)</td>
<td>NG: 31 (7.1%)</td>
<td>US: 17 (6.6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3: Relationship with attackers—reported by victims**

mentioned **strangers**. In summary, disclosing personal information to both friends and strangers puts users at risk of being victimized. This finding is consistent with a study that found a significant relationship between sharing personal information with friends on social media and CB victimization [21].

**Violation of Contextual Integrity.** Contextual integrity is a framework that describes how information flow should conform to certain norms or expectations, depending on the specific contexts in which they occur [59]. In this study, a victim is an individual who has ownership and control over a particular piece of information, and an information discloser is someone who shares partial ownership or control over the same information. Whereas, an attacker is someone who is neither the victim nor the discloser of the information but who has access to it in some way. Contextual integrity violations occur when there is a mismatch between the norms or expectations surrounding the flow of information in a particular context and the actual behavior of the victim, discloser, or attacker.

We found that fewer victims in the US agreed to share their personal information (i.e., to give consent for sharing data) with others compared to in NG (US: 13.8%, NG: 33.7%). This shows that victims in the US are generally more aware that once information is released, it is difficult to control and can be used to create harm. Similarly, we found that disclosers in the US are more aware of seeking consent before sharing information compared to in NG (US: 51%, NG: 40%). However, attackers from both countries, but more so in NG, perceived information disclosure as a means to cyberbully victims, where the attackers violated the contextual integrity after acquiring the personal information of victims, either directly or through disclosers (US: 34%, NG: 63%). These findings show that victims (i.e., information owners) lose control of their personal information after sharing it with others, and there is a
need for interdependent privacy management on OSNs [59]. A similar view was suggested by prior research that examined the implementation of user information control on Facebook and ways to limit information sharing with other users and third-party apps (e.g., [87]); another relevant study investigated the user’s view on the information collected by Facebook third-party applications (e.g., [81]).

4.2 Characteristics of CB Incidents Induced by Third-Party Information Disclosure - RQ2
Here, we first summarize the responses provided by disclosers about the platform, content type, type of bullying, and the relationship between the disclosers and the information owners (victims). Next, to better understand how information disclosure and CB are related, we focus on the specific questions posed to the three stakeholders.

Platforms Where Information Was Disclosed. As shown in Table 1, most disclosers reported OSNs, for example, Facebook, and instant messaging apps, such as WhatsApp. CB incidents on Messenger, Twitter, and e-mail were reported more in the US than in NG. A discloser stated that: “I screenshot the WhatsApp status of one of my friends, I share it with my family members to see. Later she found out what I did to her from one of my friends, and in the end, it resulted in a fight between us.” [p013NG]. These findings show that Facebook, Instagram, and WhatsApp are more convenient for information disclosure activities.

Types of Media. Most disclosers stated that the disclosure of information occurred through private direct messages (DMs), instant messages (either private or shared in a group), and online posts seen by other people (see Table 3 for details). DMs were meant to ease private interactions between users, whereas disclosers misuse this for harmful purposes. Often, these DMs contain text messages, comments, images, videos, and audio recordings. A discloser stated that a well-meaning comment was misunderstood as CB by the recipient: “A truthful comment that the person did not like.” [p057US]. (see Table 4 for details). Victims similarly reported these same types of media. These findings show that direct private messages and posting on OSN feeds are more convenient for information disclosure activities.

Types of Bullying. Concerning the types of CB that the disclosure of information causes, the majority of disclosers reported the following categories: messages/images that contain threats of spreading gossip or damaging a person’s reputation, of circulating personal/private information or images about the victim by posting this information online, of posting messages/images that contain unkind and hurtful comments and unkind comments/rumors or images about the victims (see Table 5). A disclosers explained: “The thing that triggered the incident was about smoking; my motivation was to help him stop smoking, but he was unhappy with it because I published it in a WhatsApp group.” [p021NG]. This highlights the different CB behavior between disclosers and attackers. Attackers bully people mostly by spreading rumors, arguments, or gossip, whereas disclosers circulate personal information that can harm victims’ reputations.

Figure 5: Relationship with victims—reported by disclosers.

Underlying Reasons. Using the open-ended answers, we identified the reasons for information disclosure. Offline misunderstanding, such as misunderstanding among classmates within a school environment, was reported by disclosers as being the most common reason, followed by social and political arguments. Disclosure of health-related information was reported by some disclosers. A respondent stated that he disclosed personal information about someone in the interest of public health: “What triggered the incident was about society’s health. What motivated me to do so was to protect lives.” [p116NG]. These findings show that offline disagreement between users spills over into online interactions, where users amplify negative opinions about others. This could be due to the ease with which people can reach peers online and the general difficulty of feeling empathy through online media.

Relationship between Disclosers and Victims. Most disclosers revealed that they disclosed information about a friend. Relatives and strangers were among other common answers (see Figure 5). Disclosing information about friends was much more common in NG compared with the US. Interestingly, where victims often reported ‘strangers,’ disclosers reported ‘friends’ as the third most common type of relationship. According to one discloser: “I found the information because she gave it to me.” [p024NG]. Our findings show that victims, most of the time, (over)trust their friends, and sometimes, even after CB incidents, they mistakenly think their friends would not share their private information with others.

Types of Disclosed Information. We asked the disclosers what type of information they disclosed (see Table 6). The most frequent types of information disclosed by the disclosers from the US were information about health status and childhood. In NG, the most common types were information about socioeconomic status and family affairs. The disclosure of personal information was much more common in NG compared to the US (US: 2.1%, NG: 11.2%). This could be due to the lack, in NG, of programs that educate people on the proper use of the Internet.
Table 6: Type of personal information (a.k.a. “information type” in the CI theory) used in CB incident.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of personal information</th>
<th>Disclosers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information about my sexual orientation (e.g., gender identity)</td>
<td>US: 16 (8.4%) NG: 7 (4.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information about my family affairs (e.g., parenting issues)</td>
<td>US: 25 (13.1%) NG: 27 (16.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information about my socioeconomic status (e.g., income)</td>
<td>US: 22 (11.5%) NG: 30 (18.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information about my childhood memory (e.g., childhood trauma)</td>
<td>US: 29 (15.2%) NG: 10 (6.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information about my health status (e.g., medical background)</td>
<td>US: 36 (18.8%) NG: 9 (5.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information about my school records (e.g., grades)</td>
<td>US: 18 (9.4%) NG: 21 (13.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information about my personal care (e.g., beauty care)</td>
<td>US: 27 (14.1%) NG: 12 (7.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information about my personal identifiers (e.g., social security number)</td>
<td>US: 4 (2.1%) NG: 18 (11.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>US: 14 (7.3%) NG: 27 (16.8%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Relation Between Information Disclosure and CB. We asked the victims whether the CB incident occurred due to the disclosure of personal information. Almost one-fourth of the victims stated that CB occurred after information disclosure. Although some were not sure, around half reported that the incident was not the result of disclosing personal information.

VICTIMS who said the incidents occurred because of information disclosure stated that it was information related to personal identifiers such as name and e-mail address. Only 13.8% of victims in the US said they gave their consent to the discloser to share their information. However, in NG, almost one-third of the victims (33.7%) stated that they disagreed. Despite the high privacy concerns reported by victims in NG, respondents in NG reported that they disclose more information. There could be several underlying reasons for this, such as trust, social validation, self-expression, relational development, and/or entertainment [46].

Moreover, 32.1% of the victims from the US agreed that the person who offended them was the same person they had disclosed the information to (i.e., the attacker discloses personal information about the victim). In NG, more victims (42.5%) agreed that disclosers and attackers were the same person. The results show that in most cases, the CB was induced with information disclosure, where another person, in most cases a friend, facilitated the CB by further disclosing the private information about the victims.

ATTACKERS were asked questions about the effects of information disclosure on their attack. Around one-third of the attackers from the US and half of those from NG agreed that before being involved in CB, they had gained access to the personal information of the victim, and that having this information helped them to post harmful content about the victims. For example, "What triggered the incidents is about my boyfriend who broke my heart. What motivated me to do so is love. He was unhappy because this personal information was shared online." [A067NG]. Finally, 40.8% of the attackers in the US and 67.7% of those in NG agreed that they had received the information directly from the victim and not a discloser. This confirms the previous findings. Furthermore, around half of the attackers agreed that they had posted harmful content intentionally to harm the victim or because they did not care about the victim. This shows that the rate that attackers leverage personal information to bully victims is as twice as low in the US as in NG.

4.3 Strategies to Address CB—RQ3

We asked the respondents about the strategies they would use to address CB. Victims mentioned they would avoid disclosing sensible information with others in order to retain control over delicate aspects of their life and to avoid being exposed again. A respondent said: "I will not disclose my personal information to anyone again." [V020NG]. They would also refrain from commenting on posts made by other people online to avoid being misunderstood and triggering their reactions: "I would not have commented at all." [V483US]. Finally, some reported that they would report the incident on social media platforms so that the platforms would take appropriate action, such as reviewing and removing the content: "I try to report to the Facebook management to allow me to retrieve my hacked social media account and stop the hackers from sending money requests to my close friends." [V043NG]. Using social media moderation features was acknowledged to be an effective practice to avoid being bullied again. Several victims reported blocking unfriendly people or toxic friends, deleting content that exposed them to CB, and even deleting their own accounts: "If I see someone who is weird and they start messaging me, I delete their stuff and block them." [V044US]. A few respondents indicated that they limit interaction with strangers by switching accounts to private: "I try to close the account from my side to deactivate it and stop them from offending me." [V043NG].

They also highlighted a range of mitigation strategies such as talking to someone after an incident occurred, ignoring the attackers, reporting CB to authorities, seeking support from peers or parents, or counseling: "Yes, I did something to control the negative consequence of the incident: I reported it to the police so that they can trace him." [V081NG]. They thought such strategies could help them to reduce the harm or at least avoid the risk of being bullied again. Other victims, who mentioned their social media accounts were hacked and used to post unwanted content, said they recovered their accounts and apologized to their followers for the unwanted content posted by the hackers. Similarly, most disclosers stated that to prevent CB, they would stop sharing personal information about others on social media platforms. This would reduce the risk of CB incidents and make online interactions safer. They also mentioned refraining from negatively commenting on other people’s posts to prevent arguments that lead to unpleasant experiences.

One of the respondents regretted the response made to a comment that resulted in a given incident: "I shouldn’t have said her name so that nobody could identify who the story belonged to." [V020NG].
Disclosers also reported other strategies that could prevent them from disclosing personal information about others, such as avoiding social or political arguments on social media or asking permission from owners of the information. A respondent said: “To avoid asking personal information about others or rather not to engage yourself in any political arguments.”

As effective strategies for preventing CB, attackers stated that they could have avoided making negative comments on other people’s posts, using personal information about others, and expressing personal opinions that will hurt others: “I could not have taken a screenshot of the group that and posted it.” These comments show that disclosers and attackers are concerned about the incidents and their potential negative outcome on the victims.

Self-Awareness of Disclosers and Attackers—RQ3

In many cases, CB puts a social stain on the victims and spreads inaccurate information about them. Examples from disclosers and attackers point to the disclosure of employment losses and the misinterpretation that people in the community derived from these: “Damage their reputations and affect their personali-
ties.” Other disclosers and attackers mentioned mental and physical illness, as some of the consequences related to the disclosure of personal information. For example, “They may experience negative emotions like frustration, anger, or depression and can also increase suicidal ideation.”

Disclosers were mostly concerned about the implications of the incidents on the victim’s family reputation as indicated in this response: “They may get gossip in society, and it may lead to damage of family reputation.” A few disclosers mentioned emotional stress or mental illness as some of the consequences of the incidents. Attackers mentioned that sharing personal information about others can ruin their victim’s reputation, as stated by a respondent: “Loss of integrity and respect in the society.” They also mentioned the effect of incidents on the mental wellbeing of victims. “... mental effects such as stress, depression, and you may act violently.” These findings show that some disclosers and attackers are aware of some of the consequences that victims face as a result of CB. Nonetheless, they still engaged in the incidents; perhaps they believed they could get away with it.

5 DISCUSSION

Using the communication privacy management theory [67] and the contextual integrity theory [59], this study investigates the extent to which CB is fueled by the disclosure of personal information.

The pattern of this phenomenon was further assessed based on the types of information disclosure involved in the CB incidents, the types of personal information used, the typical path used, and based on when, where, and how the incidents occurred. Contrary to previous research that indicates that OSN users typically exercise self-disclosure restraint due to the possibility of negative personal consequences [46], we find that users disclose information about others hence resulting in CB. Almost one out of every four respondents in our study said they had taken part in CB as a discloser. We found that CB is often fueled by personal information that becomes known to an attacker, directly or through third-party disclosers. Our findings are in line with prior research that, was carried out mainly on adolescents (e.g., [2]) found that young OSN users prioritize disclosing their personal information at the expense of their privacy in order to gain popularity or intimacy, and other benefits associated with social rewards [18, 27, 43, 65]. Unfortunately, such disclosures can be further used for CB.

Our study not only reveals the extent to which CB is fueled by information disclosure but also the modalities in which the information is disclosed. Users often disclose information either about themselves or others through direct messages (DMs), commenting under posts and through online stories, etc. These findings are in line with prior literature that revealed hurtful conversations that involve sensitive topics and behaviors, occur through direct messaging on Instagram [4]. We extend this literature by uncovering the types of information disclosed through these media, for example, photos, screenshots, and memes. The highly interactive nature of OSNs was found to stimulate the sharing of sensitive information [13]. Previous research has found texting, aggressive comments, and forum posts as the most commonly used method of CB [89]. Our study adds to this literature by identifying common types of information contained in posts, comments, and stories such as disclosing health status, childhood memories, marital affairs, etc. These findings bear implications for design solutions that reflect the perspective of disclosers and attackers. In particular, these solutions can use a range of participatory design techniques. For instance, Ashktorab and Vitak [7] conducted a study on designing CB prevention and CB mitigation strategies through a participatory design with teens. The study proposed a solution mainly for victims. However, our study reveals the need for soliciting design ideas on prevention and mitigation from other stakeholders (i.e., disclosers and attackers). Future work might look at how technical solutions for tracking path and preventing further disclosure can mitigate this incident.

Our findings also indicate that non-consensual information disclosure conducive to CB is high overall, but it is slightly higher in NG. In response to non-consensual information sharing, the US has used a variety of approaches, including victim responsibility, educational programs, and/or formal judicial intervention [5, 34, 74]. Apparently, these programs bring a positive effect on limiting non-consensual information sharing. These findings bear implications for a social-media literacy program, especially in NG where currently there is no program that educates citizens about proper online behavior such as consensual information sharing. Awareness programs have been established in US through digital citizenship with a specific focus on adolescents [68]. However, as CB exists within other age groups, there is a need to extend this program to adults. In NG, there is a need for teachers, school administrators, and community leaders to be informed about CB and the related mechanisms and for them to be equipped with mediatory and preventive skills, as they are responsible for offering guidance in this regard. Moreover, although there are currently no official federal laws regarding CB in the US, many states have enacted anti-cyberbullying legislation. According to the Cyberbullying Research Center, all
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50 states have a law specifically addressing bullying [22]. Educating offenders about this legislation could make them less likely to offend.

The existing laws and practices in the US, such as child pornography law [23] and other related programs, have been shown to have practical implications in taming CB, given the low incident rate compared to NG (32% vs. 69%, approx). None of these laws or practices exist in NG. As punitive measures are non-existent or unknown, the lack of specific laws and awareness programs can make offenders more likely to commit cyber-related crimes. These findings bear policy implications. The greater chance of addressing CB is to see it not only as a problem that affects individuals or schools but also as a community problem because it affects individuals and schools hence the community at large. To combat the problem of CB, there is a need for policy deliberation. For instance, in the US, legislation and legal action are becoming part of the landscape in addressing CB [19]. However, in NG, with a very high incident rate (69%), there is no legislation specific to CB. CB is punishable under the Cybercrime Prohibition and Prevention Act [1]. This law is not flexible for the different modalities identified in the study. Specific legislation should mandate schools to have a CB policy that will help identify risky online behavior and to discuss the possible formal and informal disciplinary or, preferably, restorative responses that can follow [75]. As CB also occurs outside schools in NG, the law should also empower law enforcement agencies, rehabilitation, and correctional centers with the mandate to address the problem of CB and to raise awareness about the prevention and consequences of CB.

5.1 Strategies for Mitigation

Our findings further reveal that individuals still rely on the conventional prevention and mitigation mechanisms provided by OSNs. Most respondents from the US have shown good familiarity with OSN moderation features such as blocking and reporting malicious users and deleting unwanted content. Unfortunately, respondents in NG were not familiar with these mechanisms. This reveals that the lack of knowledge about OSNs’ mitigation features contributes to exacerbating the problem of CB.

Research has shown that the researchers from the United States have conducted the most CB research, with input from different stakeholders, including families, schools, and teachers; they are followed by researchers from Europe. In contrast, Africa and South America are still lagging behind [76]. Future research and design should propose better mitigation mechanisms for CB. Ideally, such mechanisms should involve the disclosers in the cycle of information circulation and should limit their ability to non-consensual data sharing. One potential direction is watermarking [49] personal information on OSN platforms in order to track and possibly block the relaying of personal information captured. Such a mechanism should mark personal information directly (e.g., photos) or indirectly (screenshots of conversations) by including the watermark in the UI of the app [32, 50, 70], thus enabling the tracking of the information and determining whether it has been disclosed with or without the consent of a data subject (i.e., the potential victim). If implemented successfully, this approach could make disclosers accountable and could reduce the risk of using personal information for CB. However, some challenges and considerations need to be taken into account before implementing such a system. Future research should indeed investigate the feasibility, usability, and adoption of such systems. Also, OSN platforms can ensure that users are fully informed about the watermarking system and are given the option to opt-out if they want to.

5.2 Limitations

Our study has limitations. First, respondents’ answers depend on the category they placed themselves in at the beginning of the survey (i.e., victims, disclosers, or attackers). Participation depends on the willingness of respondents to admit they were involved in a particular incident. We addressed this by defining the role of the three different stakeholders at the beginning of the survey, as suggested by Tokunaga [83]. We also made sure respondents chose, based on their experience, the correct category of the survey. Second, our study restricts each stakeholder to only one role in the CB incidents, without considering the possibility of belonging to multiple roles in other CB incidents. For example, an individual can be a victim in one incident and an attacker in another. Future research could possibly examine what motivates users to commit CB after they themselves have been on the receiving end. Third, we collected data from respondents between 13-17 years, through their parents. Data collected through parents might not reflect every detail about the incident, but it helps gain perspective. Fourth, we examined only the relationship between victims and disclosers; future research should examine the relationship between disclosers and attackers. Fifth, our recruitment in Nigeria mainly focused on members of higher education institutions; these individuals are privileged to own a smartphone, have access to the Internet, and have active social media accounts. Our rationale for selecting this group of users is the fact that CB mostly occurs when users interact with these technologies. This has, however, exposed our study to a potential non-representative gap in terms of education, socioeconomic status, and the availability of communication channels.

6 CONCLUSION

Social media have enabled us to interact with families and friends worldwide. It is also true that interaction on social media exposes individuals to various privacy threats. This study examines the extent to which the disclosure of personal information fuels cyberbullying and which strategies for prevention and awareness could be used. The findings from our study contribute to the body of cyberbullying literature by revealing insights regarding information-disclosure activities on social media and their connection to CB. We hope these results will contribute to raising awareness about the CB problem and building safer online environments.
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A APPENDIX

Figure 6: Data collection and analysis pipeline.